Introduction
Super-dense computation model is an important abstract model of real-time systems ( 6] ). Many works have been published with respect to this model, for examples 4, 6, 7, 10] . Some industrially applicable programming languages, such as Esterel 1], adopt similar models.
By super-dense behaviour, people mean a kind of processes, which consist of a series of continuous evolving phases, and at the joint point of two successive phases can be engaged in a sequence of discrete actions. These discrete actions are assumed instantaneously, but ordered. Execution of a sequence of discrete actions takes no time. Counting as real numbers, the time is dense itself. The assumption that ordered action sequences can happen at time points introduces additional structures into the dense time domain. Thus comes the name of super-dense.
Control systems are good examples to explain the concept of super-dense model. Main part of a process in a control system can be simulated by the following C-like program:
while (TRUE) f wait(WAITING TIME); x = get sample(sensor); y = calculate output(x); send output(actuator, y); g The execution of this process consists of continuous evolution (waiting between samplings) and discrete actions (computer calculation). The discrete actions are performed in a modern computer. The machine cycle of the computer may be counted as nanoseconds, while the interaction frequency of computer with its environment is at the level of seconds. There is a 10 6 to 10 9 speed gap between these two di erent speed levels. Control engineers therefore prefer to assume that the calculation takes no time, so that get sample' and`send output' happen simultaneously. Thus, the super-dense model seems applicable to real-time systems.
Super-dense model is reasonable under the following two conditions: 1) There is no sequence of in nite discrete actions taking place at a time point. 2) The time consumed by each discrete action sequence is negligible in comparison to the continuous phases. When these two conditions are true, by using super-dense model, the time problem of system behaviour becomes more simple and tractable.
In the literature, there are several proposals to mathematically describe super-dense model. Some researchers use timed sequence of actions to describe behaviour of real-time system (for example, in 6]).
They suggest to represent a timed action as a pair ha; ti, where a is the action, and t is the length of time consumed by action a. In this case, the timeless discrete actions are only the special cases of pairs where t = 0. An example of super-dense behaviour is: : : : ; ha i ; 3i; ha i+1 ; 0i; ha i+2 ; 0i; : : : ; ha i+k ; 0i; ha i+k+1 ; 4i; : : :
Here, the time, as assumed, stops at some points, while the actions still go on sequentially. This can be shown in the bellow picture.
Paper 12] adopts a similar view and suggest to combine TLA ( 3] ) with Duration Calculus ( 14] ) for describing the super-dense model.
Another idea can be found in 16] . In this paper, the intuition of two di erent levels of time measurements is formalised as a modal logic, which has a modality named super-dense chop. By the super-dense chop, a point in a grand time space can be chopped into a sequence of points in a ne time space. This idea can be shown by the picture.
chopping points
In this logic, the intervals in the ne time space are invisible outside. This feature achieves hiding of intermediate states on the one hand. On the other hand, because of the hiding, di erent action sequences become indistinguishable, which causes inconvenience for describing behaviour of concurrent systems with shared variables.
In this paper, we view a process under super-dense model as a trajectory in a two dimensional time space, and establish a logic to describe and reason about it. We suppose there are countably in nite time axes, indexed by natural numbers. Events and processes happen and evolve in the space. A process starts at some time on a time axis. When the process executes time-consuming operations, the time is progressing horizontally, and the process stays in the same axis as before. When the process executes a timeless action, it jumps to another axis, and makes change to a new state there, according to the action. This kind of jumps can happen sequentially for many times when necessary. These jumps are instantaneous actions. Therefore, real-time behaviour are divided into two classes as far as their time features are concerned: staying on an axis when time goes on, or jumping instantaneously from one axis to another. A trajectory of a super-dense behaviour can be shown in the Figure 1 .
What a logic do we need for this two-dimensional time space? First of all, we need a logic for a single axis, where continuous time is assumed. Secondly we also need modalities to travel among axes. In this work, we use an interval logic for behaviours on single axis, and a linear temporal logic for travelling among axes. A combination of these two logics is developed. In the following sections, we will rst de ne the combined logic, then use the logic to de ne semantics of a real-time OCCAM-like programming language, where super-dense model is taken into account. These two sections compose the main part of this paper. After them, we have a discussion about future work.
Two Dimensional Temporal Logic
The logic for the two-dimensional time space is de ned in this section. In the rst two subsections, the syntax and semantics of the logic are given. Then we have an inference system of the logic, and a number of theorems are proved. 
Syntax Symbols

Semantics
In order to de ne the semantics, countable in nite time axes are assumed. The interval modalities are used to de ne the accessibility between intervals on a single axis. The temporal modalities de ne the accessibility between axes. A model of the logic contains three components: a valuation, an interpretation and a reference interval. 
=tt i there exists j; j i such that M j (' 2 ) = tt and for every k, i k < j, M k (' 1 ) = tt. In the special case when i = j, the formula has value tt i M i (' 2 ) = tt. In the de nitions, symbols f and F are function and predicate in real arithmetic. They represent the standard meaning of symbols f and F.
From the de nitions in (a) and (b), we see that the meaning of and U are mimic of their correspondences in temporal logic. accesses from a reference interval to the same one on next axis, and U accesses a series of intervals above the reference one. The 3 l (and 3 r ) comes from the neighbourhood logic, which can access to a left (and right) neighbourhood of beginning (and ending) point of the reference interval.
For given model M and formula ', if M(') = tt, we say that M is a model of '. This is also written as M j = '. Similarly, M j = = ' is written for M(') = ff. A formula ' is called satis able i M j = ' for some model M. ' is called valid i M j = ' for all models M.
From the syntax and semantics, we can see that this logic is a combination of linear temporal logic and interval logic.
Other useful modalities of linear temporal logic and interval logic can be de ned. The 3 (eventually) and 2 (always) modalities of linear temporal logic are de ned as usually:
The chop modality _ of interval logic is de ned as:
_ ' 2 holds for an reference interval, if this interval can be chopped into two adjacent parts, where ' 1 holds on the left one and ' 2 holds on the right one. 
Inference System
This subsection will illustrate what are axioms and inference rules of the logic. First of all, the axioms of the linear temporal logic and the neighbourhood logic are still valid. Now, we focus on the relation between these two logics. The followings are axioms in this regard.
1. retains the length of the reference interval.
From this axiom and inference system of the linear temporal logic, we can prove theorems like:
2. Commutativity of the next modality and the neighbourhood modalities.
To access a neighbourhood on next time axis, we can either reach a neighbourhood on the current axis rst, then go up to the next axis, or in other way round. 3. Distributivity of neighbourhood modalities over the until modality:
Notice that the other direction of the implications are valid under certain condition of interval length. We introduce in following two additional axioms:
4. The complement axioms of (UN1) and (UN2):
The opposite implications are not true.
Soundness of these axioms is easy to check semantically. However we do not know whether they form a complete set of axioms to formalise the relation between the linear temporal logic and the neighbourhood logic.
Theorems
From the axioms described above, we prove some theorems listed below.
1. Commutativity of and neighbourhood with length:
The proofs are simple, We only give the one for 3 l .
3
2. is distributive over chop.
The proof is also straightforward: We only prove the rst formula. From neighbourhood logic:
Thus:
33 l ' ) 3(9u 0:3 l ((`= u)^')) ) 9u 0:33 l ((`= u)^') , 9u 0:(tt U 3 l ((`= u)^')) , 9u 0:((3 l ((`= u)^tt)) U (3 l ((`= u)^'))) ) 9u 0:3 l ((`= u)^(tt U ')) , 9u 0:
The other direction is simpler:
3 l 3' , 3 l (tt U ') ) ( 3 Real-Time Language
In this section, we introduce a real-time programming language, and use the logic to give its semantics. This can be seen as an example, to show the power of the logic and one style of real-time semantics.
The chosen language is an OCCAM-like language with variables, assignments, general control structures (sequential composition, condition, iteration, etc.), message-passing synchronous communication, choice, etc.
Syntax
The language uses following symbols: skip is the empty process.
x := e is the assignment. When executed, the expression e is evaluated, and the value is assigned to x. S 1 ; S 2 is the sequential composition of processes S 1 and S 2 .
(B ! S) behaves like S when boolean expression B evaluates to true. Otherwise, the process acts as skip. while B do S is the ordinary iteration process, where B is a boolean expression.
(wait t) delays a process for t time units. c?x stands for a receiving request from channel c. If the communication is con rmed (i.e. it is synchronized with a sending request on c), the message passed via c is assigned to variable x. Otherwise, it waits forever. c!e stands for a sending request through channel c. When con rmed, value of e is sent. Otherwise, it will wait forever.
(c?x ! S 1 ] d?y ! S 2 ) is a choice. If communication via channel c is con rmed before the one on channel d, the communication via c will take place, the communicated value will be assigned to x, and S 1 is then executed. Symmetrically when a communication via d is con rmed before the one on c. When two communications are con rmed at the same time, the choice is arbitrary.
(c?x ! S 1 ] wait t ! S 2 ) is another choice structure. If the communication via channel c is con rmed in less than t time units, the rst branch is chosen, and S 1 is executed. Otherwise, second branch is chosen and S 2 is executed.
(P 1 jjP 2 ) is the parallel composition of two sequential processes. These sequential processes have no shared variables. The only means for them to interact with each other is by communication via channels. Communication channels are directed. A channel is possessed by exact two processes, one at each end.
Semantic Model 3.2.1 Variables and Channels
By de ning semantics of the language, we mean to de ne models (i.e. denotations) for (sequential and parallel) processes with formulas of the logic. First, we determine the denotations for variables and channels. The set of all ports possessed by process P is designated as ports(P ). We say that a port is enabled at a time when it has value 1 at that time, and disabled otherwise.
In a parallel process (P 1 jj P 2 ), P 1 and P 2 have no common ports, port(P 1 ) \ port(P 2 ) = ;, and have no shared variables either. Thus, vars(P 1 ) \ vars(P 2 ) = ; where vars(P i ) designates the set of all program variables of process P i .
Abbreviations
For simplifying the semantic de nitions, we introduce a set of abbreviations. Let The following abbreviations are used to describe value-preservation of variables and ports. 9u:((q = u) _ (q = u)) kp P (X) can carry values of variables and ports of process P which are not in X from a time point of current axis to the same point of next axis. When P is clear from the context, we will omit the subscript P, and simply write kp (X). Furthermore, kp (fx 1 ; c 2 g) will be written brie y as kp (x 1 ; c 2 ). We will keep these conventions through rest of this paper. The frequently used special case kp (), will be written as kp. kp can carry values of all variables and ports of a process into next axis. 
Two Non-logical Axioms
The semantic model of a process, as explained in the introduction, will be de ned as execution trajectory of the process. This is shown in Figure 1 , where the vertical arrows represent discrete actions, the horizontal arrows represent time evolving. On the trajectory, value of all relevant temporal variables is determined. In order to propagate the values on the trajectory to other area of the two dimensional space to de ne an interpretation of the relevant temporal variables, we stipulate two non-logical axioms:
For any closed non-point interval, the rst axiom says that the values will be carried upwards to corresponding left-close, right-open interval, to all axes above. The second axiom carries value downwards, to left-open, right close intervals on all underneath axes. Please notice that values at isolated points have nothing to do with these axioms. They are not propagated by these axioms.
Semantic De nitions
We use continuation approach to describe the semantics of the language. Let S be a sequential process. We will de ne: It is supposed that a process begins its execution at an arbitrary time point on time axis 0. All sequential processes of a parallel process start simultaneously.
The semantic de nition of the processes is listed below, where we assume a clearance of variables and ports of concerned processes.
skip It does nothing and terminates immediately.
skip] ]C b = C
x := e The assignment is regarded as a (timeless) discrete action. It inherits values of all variables and ports on current time axis, and assigns x a new value on next time axis. wait t It does take time. We always assume that t > 0. It delays its continuation C for t time units, but keeps all relevant variables and ports unchanged within this time period.
c?x c?x moves the execution to next axis, where it retains values of all variable and ports except c?, and enables c?. Afterwards, it waits for c! = 1 to reach a synchronization, which may happen after some time on a time axis above. When a synchronization is reached, value passing is triggered. Variable x has a new value from c, and then c?; c! are disabled. Here we assume that waiting for synchronization may take time, but value passing is a timeless action. When synchronization fails, the process goes into an in nite waiting. These two cases are described respectively as two branches in the following disjunction. as the continuation of process S i . This formula means that, once S i terminates, the values of all its variables and ports will stay the same forever.
Examples
In this subsection, we use two simple examples to show what is the meaning of processes given by the above semantic de nitions. The picture bellow shows the execution trajectory of this process, where it is supposed that the process starts at time point b on axis 0. where we assume that x and c? are only program variable and communication port of the left sequential process, and y and c! are the only ones for the right sequential process. We give here a picture instead of the semantic formula to explain the de ned semantics of the parallel process. In the picture, there are two trajectories represented by solid arrows and dashed arrows respectively. As we mentioned before, for synchronization, two processes can stutter for arbitrary nite number of vertical steps. It is shown in the picture that the right sequential process has one stuttering step to reach the synchronization with its partner. Similarly, by the two non-logical axioms, the value of the variables and ports are determined in the right half of the plane. Convergence : A process is divergent, if this process has in nite timeless, discrete actions in a nite horizontal time period. For example, while x > 0 do x := x+1 will perform in nite discrete action x := x + 1 at a time point,if the initial value of x is greater than 0. Hence, a divergent process will have a vertical boundary. A process is convergent, if it is not divergent. Therefore, a convergent process can progress horizontally forever, and can determine value of any of its variables in the right half of the plane. So the convergence property can be formulated as follows. Let P be a process, and x be a variable of P. P is convergent under pre-condition pre, if A post-condition of P can be speci ed as a global relation among variables of P, which is true everywhere in an interval. Thus, the proof obligation for a total correctness of P with respect to pre-condition pre and post-condition post is pre^ P] ] ) (tm(P )^3 r 2 r post)
where post means post true everywhere in an interval. This notation will be used later.
Deadlock-Free : A deadlock is an endless waiting for a synchronization between, say, c? and c!, where one always takes value 1 while another always takes value 0. Therefore the property of deadlock-free of process P with private channels c 1 ; c 2 ; :::; c n can be formulated as Real-Time Properties: We give the following two formulations as examples.
1. Relation ' will not be continuously true for longer than t time units:
2 r 2 r (' ) (`< t))
2. Any pair of appearances of ' will have a distance of at least t time units:
2 r 2 r ((' _ :' _ ') ) (` t))
Discussion
As we have explained in the introduction, this paper is to establish a two dimensional modal logic, which can be used as a logical foundation for specifying and reasoning about real-time systems, where superdense computation is assumed. In this paper we investigate a combination of linear temporal logic and interval logic. Certainly, a combination of two interval logics is also a good candidate (see, e.g. 9]).
Based on this combination, one can develop logics for system trajectories, one of which shown in the paper is the execution trajectory of real-time processes. The mathematical models suggested in 7, 11, 4] provide abstractions of system trajectories, and, we believe, they can be formalized as an extension of this combined logic. A general trajectory logic can be used as a logical framework for various models of real-time systems, and can become an interesting research topic. How to develop a complete calculus for the combined logic is another research work. A case study to de ne, in term of this logic, a semantics for a synchronous language, such as Esterel, will be also interesting.
